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The detailed analysisof the vacuum magnetic field structure producedby the inclined toroidal field
(TF) coils is presented.This configuration has a potential for adding stellarator properties to the
tokamak configuration while maintaining the simplicity of planar coils. Parametersof the systemare
identified that result in significant stellarator-likeeffects: large vacuum flux surfacesand appreciable
rotational transform. Two setsof closedflux surfaceswith oppositehelicity are studied: the internal
one and the external one. It is found that the external set of flux surfacespossesses
a magnetic well
and, hence, is favorable for the magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) stability. Also, it haslarger enclosed
volume and rotational transform. It is, hence, preferential in our studies,in comparisonwith the
internal set that usually featuresa magnetichill. Analysis of the flux surfacestructure andthe helical
harmonicspectrumyields optimization rulesrequired for the configuration to be of practical interest
for possiblefusion applications.In a few examplesit is demonstratedwhat occursif the parameters
are set differently than optimal. It is found that toroidal inhomogeneity is a key factor and vacuum
flux surfacesdisappearin the limit of a very high number of TF coils. The important role of the
poloidal field (PF) coil systemis stressed,and the possibility of the compensatedPF system(with
zero total current) is found. 0 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progressin understandingof plasmaconfinement in various devices, tokamaks, stellarators, reversed
field pinches,etc., for the controlled nuclear fusion research
has been made in recent years. The major devices for this
researchwere tokamaks.The plasmaparameters,obtained in
the largest tokamaks-Joint European Torus (JET),’ Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR),* JT-60U,3 and someothers, come relatively close to the onesrequired for the ignition. Nevertheless,a number of key problemsstill wait their
solution for the successfuladvancement toward a thermonuclear reactor. Among them the most seriousones are the
problemsof a steady-state(or quasi-steady-state)operation
and disruption control.
Tokamaksare intrinsically pulseddevices. The pulseduration dependson limits of the available magnetic flux or
Ohmic coil current that must keep growing continuously for
the inductive support of plasma current against resistive
losses.The flux surfacesin tokamaksare producedby a combination of the toroidal field, generatedby toroidal field (TF)
coils, and the poloidal magnetic field induced by the plasma
current. Poloidal field (PF) coils are also used to correct or
changethe plasmashape.If the plasmacurrent goesto zero,
the rotational transform goes to zero as well, and the flux
surfacesdisappear.The plasmacannot be confined in a tokamak without plasmacurrent.
Another important type of devicesfor controlled nuclear
fusion research are stellarators. Those are intrinsically
steady-statedevices where flux surfacesare produced fully
by the currents in the external coils. These coils can be
mainly of three types.4*5One type is the continuous helical
windings suchasin the stellarators,L-2,6,7Uragan-2M,* Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF),9-” Heliotron-E,” Large Helical Device (LHD).13 Another type is representedby the
modular coils of complicated geometry, such as in the stelPhys.
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larators, Wendelstein VII-AS,14 Wendelstein VII-X,i5 HSX
(Helically Symmetric Toroidal Experiment).16The third stellarator configuration used in present-day experiments is the
heliac, for example, TJ-II’7 or H-1,18,i9where TF coils are
displacedin such a way that their centers lie on the helical
line surrounding a central ring with a current in the toroidal
direction and a helical winding. The magnetic field of a heliac, in principle, can be approximated by a modular coil
systemaswe11.20
The purposeof the above discussedvarious
coil systemsis to create asymmetry in helical harmonics of
the magnetic field, and, as a result, to create a finite rotational transform and closed flux surfaceseven without the
plasma current (vacuum rotational transform and vacuum
flux surfaces).
There are, however, a few seriousdrawbacks of many
stellarator systems.First of all, usually the stellarator coils
have rather complicated three-dimensionalgeometry requiring a high accuracy of assembly.Slight mistakesin the assembly can introduce significant island structuresand disturbances to the magnetic surfaces. Second, the confinement
properties of the stellaratorsare normally worse than that of
the tokamaks in the case of low collisionality (the banana
regime), which is probably the most important regimefor the
future reactor applications.Third, becauseof the absenceof
the Ohmic current, the significant power in RF waves or
particle beamswill be required for plasmaheating to reach
ignition.
In this paper we discussa slight modification of the tokamak coil system. This system possesses
the properties of
both a tokamak and a stellarator, and has a potential to improve the tokamak conception or extend it. The coil system
of this hybrid is the sameas the one normally usedin tokamaks [it consistsof the TF coils and the poloidal field (PF)
coils]. The difference, however, is in the vertical inclination
of the TF coils. Recently, it was found2’-24that such a sys-
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tern can be considered as a stellarator (the authors called it
“helicofield”) because it can produce vacuum flux surfaces
with finite rotational transform.
A somewhat similar confinement system, although with
the nonplanar TF coils and with the plasma current, has been
proposed earlier in Ref. 25. Its main difference from a highly
elongated low aspect ratio tokamak is due to equally twisted
TF coils (the authors called this device “tokatron” stressing
its possible application as a tokamak-torsatron
hybrid).
The present paper can be considered as an extension of
the analysis of the toroidal confinement system with the planar vertically inclined TF coils toward better understanding
its basic principles, configuration optimization, and the potential for applications in controlled fusion.
It is known for many years that vacuum flux surfaces can
be produced by the TF coils of special geometry. For example, the planar TF coils of a noncircular cross section
placed such that each following coil has an additional turn
angle in the poloidal direction,26527 can create the vacuum
flux surfaces and the vacuum rotational transform. Another
important way is the twisting of the TF coils by introducing
an additional toroidal modulation of the coil current.28
Vacuum flux surfaces with a finite rotational transform can
also be obtained in a system with the circular planar TF coils
whose axes point along the helical line lying on a cylindrical
or toroidal surface.*’ Helical axis stellarator configuration
with the noninterlocking noncircular planar coils has been
considered in Ref. 30.
The vertical inclination of TF coils represents just one
and a very simple method of creation of vacuum flux surfaces and rotational transform, and is the subject of detailed
studies in the present paper. Because of its simplicity, this
method might have a larger potential for fusion applications
if a suitable configuration is found.
Some tokamaks, for example, TFTR,* have circular TF
coils, some of them, for example, Phaedrus-T,31T32have rectangular TF coils. Tokamaks built most recently usually have
D-shaped TF coils. As an example, the tokamaks JET,’ Doublet III-D (DIII-D),33 Alcator C-Mod34 have D-shaped TF
coils. We have checked numerically that coils of various
shapes can be vertically inclined to give the effect of the
finite vacuum rotational transform. In this paper, however,
we have limited ourselves mainly by the TF coils of circular
shape, and, in addition, we have introduced some other restrictions on the magnetic configuration of interest, which
will be discussed later in this paper. In spite of these limitations, very promising configurations have been found, with
the large volume of the closed flux surfaces and significant
vacuum rotational transform.
There are a few possible advantages of using inclined
coils in a tokamak. Among them are the non-Ohmic start-up
of the discharge (up to the high plasma density) that saves
the valuable magnetic flux of the Ohmic current transformer
and improves durability of the construction of the tokamak.
Some other applications can be related to the problem of
disruption contro135-38 via the helical harmonic components,
or to the problem of minimizing the magnetic field forces on
the TF coils.3g
Because of additional rotational transform produced by
4270
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FIG.
rings.

1. Scheme
of thesimplest
device

with inclined

TF coils and two PF

the inclined coils, the device consideredcan be operatedat
lower plasma currents (for the same safety factor values).
That meansthe reduction of energy releasedduring disruptions and prolonged dischargeoperation (lessOhmic current
is necessary).Also, the savings in the current drive power
(required for the steady-stateoperation) can be significant.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the coil
system under consideration is described, and the results of
calculationsrepresentingall major effects are given. The role
of the PF coil system is discussedin Sec. III. Two separate
setsof closed flux surfacesare under discussionin Sec. IV.
Variation of the systempropertiescausedby changing of its
main parametersis consideredin Sec. V. The rules for configuration optimization and the scaling laws are given in Sec.
VI. The discussionand main conclusions are presentedin
Sec. VII. The numerical code, UBFIELD, usedin our calculations, is describedbriefly in the Appendix.
II. A DEVICE WITH VERTICALLY INCLINED TF COILS
The simplest device with the system of vertically inclined TF coils is shown in Fig. 1. This particular example
considersnine circular coils with the diameter of 0.80 m
each, placed evenly along a torus with a major radius of 1.0
m. The angle of the vertical inclination is 0.4 rad. Inclined
TF coils produce a net vertical magnetic field. To compensate this field we included two PF rings with radii of 1.4 m,
one above and one below the TF coils, with the vertical
distancebetweenthem of 1.1 m. The currents in the TF coils
were 250 kA and currents in PF coils were 115 kA.
The resulting flux surfacesare presentedin Figs. 2(a)2(c) for the three principally different cross sections.The
numerical code, UBFIELD, and the numerical technique used
in these calculations are describedbriefly in the Appendix.
The last flux surface has a volume of 0.047 m3 (the average
minor radius is about 0.135 m).
As one can see, the simple caseconsideredis already
interesting. First, there is a system of closed flux surfaces
with the significant volume. Second, the flux surfacesdoes
not go beyond the coils, so one can easily enclosethem into
the simple toroidal vacuum chamber, the same as in tokamaks.Third, the vacuum rotational transform is significant, it
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The major drawback of the considered system is the significant ripple of the magnetic field. The variation of IBI
along the field line for the last flux surface is shown in Fig. 4,
and dependence of the magnetic ripple,
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FIG. 2. External set of the closed Rux surfaces for the device of Fig. 1 at
three cross sections: (a) at the toroidal position of TF coils, (b) at one
quarter of the toroidal period, and (c) at one-half of the toroidal period, i.e.,
between the TF coils.

varies from &=0.29 in the center to ~=0.16 at the edge, corresponding to the safety factors q= 3.4 in the center to
q = 6.0 at the edge. The rotational transform dependence on
the average minor radius of the flux surface is shown in
Fig. 3.

on the average minor radius, p, is given in Fig. 5.
One more characteristic of the flux surfaces of the above
example is the spatial magnetic axis that is represented by a
helical line along the torus [see Figs. 2(a)-2(c)]. This peculiarity is usual for many stellarator configurations as well.
It is important to note, also, that the magnetic configuration obtained is favorable for MHD stability. It possesses a
magnetic well, which can be defined through the integral
(2)
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FIG. 5. Magnetic

field ripple versus minor radius for the device of Fig. 1.
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below ~=0.1 are not enough for the good plasmaconfinement. However, this point has to be checked in experiments,
and if lower values of L are acceptablethen the further optimization is possible.
III. IMPORTANCE
SYSTEM

-ll-

-16-

FIG. 6. Radial variation

of the magnetic

well for the device of Fig. 1

taken along the field line and averaged over the flux surface.
Such an averaged integral, U, can be expressed through the
derivative of the enclosed volume, V, over the enclosedtoroidal magnetic flux Yr,40
dV

(U)= -g

(3)

The magnetic configuration is favorable to MHD stability if
(U> decreaseswith the minor radius, p. The relative deepnessof the magnetic well can be defined asthe ratio
w(p)=

= v’[~(P~l-v’(o)

(wP))-(wol)

(U(O))

V’(0)

’

(4)

where U(0) and V’(0) correspond to the values near the
magnetic axis, and U(p) and V’ [q(p)]
to the valuesfor the
given flux surface with the averageminor radius, p. Figure 6
showsthe dependenceof W(p) that correspondsto the total
magnetic well of about W, = 16 % .
Many characteristics of the flux surfaces considered
above are typical for the stellarators: vacuum flux surfaces
and vacuum rotational transform, spatial magnetic axis, and
different cross-sectionshapesat different toroidal locations.
On the other hand, the diminishing of the rotational transform with the minor radius is a typical characteristic of the
tokamaksand is very rare in stellarators.
In the following analysis we will try to understandwhy
the above systemis working, and how the magnetic configuration can be optimized to increasethe enclosedvolume, to
decreasethe magnetic ripple, or to increasethe vacuum rotational transform. It was found, however, that such optimizations often contradict one to another, and compromises
have to be found. For example, the optimization directed at
increasing of the enclosedvolume, under the constraint that
it still has to be kept inside the TF coils, usually pushesthe
plasmacloser to the TF coil center, and, at the sametime,
decreasesthe rotational transform. Large rotational transform
is important for the high stability p limit and equilibrium /3
limit of the plasma.We speculatethat rotational transforms
4272
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OF THE CORRECT

PF COIL

So far, the PF coil systemconsideredwasvery simple.It
included just two rings: one above and one below the equatorial plane. Nevertheless, the magnetic configuration had
many attractive properties discussedabove. However, this
configuration easily losesits attractivenessif the parameters
of the system(i.e., coil positions, coil sizes,or current magnitudes) are slightly changed.
For example, one can try to increasethe enclosedvolume by varying the ratio of the PF coil current to the TF coil
current. For the caseof the current in PF coils, I,,= 105 kA
(all other parametersare the same as above), the volume
inside the last flux surface has increased significantly to
0.168 m3.Rotational transform hasincreasedto ~(0)=0.55 at
the magnetic axis and ~(a) = 0.16 at the separatrix, with
p=O.25 m. Those arepositive changes.However, at the same
time there are a few negative changesas well. Among them
is strong increaseof magnetic ripple that varies from 50% at
the axis to 85% at the separatrix.Also, the flux surfacesnow
go significantly beyond the TF coils, and hencethe vacuum
chamber cannot be a simple toroid, as before, but has to
accommodatethe complicated shapeof the flux surfaces.In
spite of the fact that many present-daystellaratorshave complicated vacuum chamberscorrespondingto the flux surface
geometry, we considerthis as a seriousdrawback of the system and prefer to avoid such situations.
In the opposite case of higher I,,=123 kA, the ripple
decreasesto 18% at the separatrix and the flux surfaceskeep
well inside the TF coils. However, the useful volume became
so small, V=O.O05
m3, that this caseis not of interest.
These two exampleswere intended to demonstratethat
while the PF system includes just two rings, the improvement of the flux surface structure is very limited. Also, it is
clear that the configuration of the closed flux surfaces,that
satisfy our constraints,exists only in a relatively smallregion
of currents.
Similar calculations,carried out for many various cases,
show that distribution of the current in the PF coil system
around the TF coils can help a lot in controlling the flux
surface configuration and obtaining better parameters.These
resultsare basedon the considerationof PF coil systemconfigurations consistingof four, six, eight, or ten rings distributed around the TF coils. The following example is intended
to demonstratethis effect. For simplicity, we consideredthe
casewhen each PF ring carried the samecurrent.
The six-ring configuration chosenfor the demonstration
is presentedin Fig. 7. The last closed flux surface is shown
aswell. The currents in the inclined TF coils were the same
as before, and currents in the PF rings were 46 kA each.
These currents have been chosensuch that the flux surfaces
obtained were well confined inside the TF coils, and, hence,
the simpletoroidal vacuum chambercould be used.The spatial location of the PF rings has been chosen such that the
Paul E. Moroz
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FIG. 7. Configuration
with nine inclined
closed flux surface is shown as well.

TF coils and six PF rings. The last

standard horizontal and vertical ports of the vacuum vessel
can be easily accessible and not blocked by the rings. The
location of PF rings is shown in Fig. 8 by the squares. Two
cross sections of the last closed flux surface, at the toroidal
position of TF coils (solid curve) and between the TF coils
(dashed), are given as well.
The system of closed flux surfaces obtained is shown in
Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) for the two cross sections, at the toroidal
position of TF coils and between the TF coils, respectively.
The main changes in comparison with the previous case (see
Fig. 2) are the following. The enclosed volume has almost
tripled and reached V= 0.14 m3, and the average minor radius is about 0.24 m. The flux surface’s location became
more central relative to the TF coils.
Also, the flux surfaces have now the typical vertically
elongated shapes. The magnetic axis is still spatial. However,
its horizontal displacement is only 5 cm, from R = 1.11 m at
the toroidal position of TF coils to R = 1.16 m in the cross
section between TF coils. The rotational transform varied
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FIG. 8. Projection of the coil system of the device of Fig. 7 on the poloidal
cross section, and the last closed flux surface at the toroidal position of TF
coils (solid curve) and between TF coils (dashed).
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FIG. 9. External set of the closed flux surfaces for the device of Fig. 7 at the
cross sections corresponding
to the toroidal position of TF coils (a), and
between the TF coils (b).

from ~=0.18 in the center to &=O.ll at p=O.24 m. The total
magnetic well was W,= 22%. The magnetic ripple has varied from p=25% in the center to 7=58% at the edge.
In the cases considered above, the significant total current has been carried by the PF coil system. This current has
been varied from I,,=230 kA for the case of two rings, to
1,,=276 kA for the case of six rings. In a tokamak, however,
the net current in the PF rings might interfere with the performance of the Ohmic current transformer.
In the following example, we would like to show that the
PF system can be compensated such that the total current
Z,=O. The TF coil system chosen for the demonstration
consisted of nine inclined coils, the same as before. The locations of eight rings of the PF system are shown by the
squares in Fig. 10, giving projection on the poloidal cross
section. We just added two additional rings at the major radius, R = 0.45 m, each carrying the negative current, I =
- 13 2 kA, to compensate the positive current of other rings
(Z=44 kA each). Two cross sections of the last closed flux
surface, at the toroidal position of TF coils and between the
TF coils, are presented in Fig. 10 by solid and dashed curves,
respectively, as well. The volume, enclosed by the last flux
surface, was V=O. 1 m3, and the total magnetic well was
W, = 12 % . The magnetic ripple has varied from v= 25% in
the center to 7~=49% at the average minor radius of p=O.195
m. The rotational transform has varied from L(O)=O. 18 at the
magnetic axis to ~=0.13 at the edge. Hence, the ripple and
rotational transform have not been effected by compensation.
Paul E. Moroz
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FIG. 10. Poloidal projection of the coils for the device with the compensated PF coil system. Cross sections of the last closed flux surface at the
toroidal position of TF coils (solid curve) and between TF coils (dashed) are
shown as well.

However, the minor radius of the last closed flux surface has
decreased.
Figure 10 shows also that the flux surfaces are localized
close to the TF coil center, and are well confined inside the
TF coils. Summarizing, the flux surfaces produced in the
device with the compensated PF system, although slightly
worse than without compensation, still are of interest and
basically satisfy our main constraints.
IV. TWO SETS OF CLOSED

FLUX SURFACES

So far we have presented the results only for the main
set of closed flux surfaces-the
external one. However, at the
same parameters there is another set of closed flux surfaces
that exists simultaneously with the external one, but at
smaller major radii. We call this set the internal one. This
phenomenon has been found in the earlier publication22 as
well. In this section we are studying this internal set to
clarify its role.
Let us consider the same device with the same currents
as presented in Fig. 7, but this time we will look for the
internal set of flux surfaces. Figures II(a) and 1I(b) show
two cross sections, at the toroidal position of TF coils and
between TF coils, of the flux surfaces found. The volume
enclosed by the last flux surface is still significant,
V= 0.024 m3, and the rotational transform is relatively high,
&=0.19 at the magnetic axis and r=0.145 at p=O.12 m. The
magnetic ripple varies from 77=20% at the magnetic axis to
7=39% at p=O.12 m. The perspective view of the last
closed flux surface together with inclined TF coils is shown
in Fig. 12.
Analysis of many similar cases led us to the following
conclusion. Although the simultaneous existence of two
separate sets of closed flux surfaces is an interesting phenomenon, not found in tokamaks or stellarators, the internal
set, probably, will have less practical importance. It is not
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FIG. 11. Flux surfaces from the internal set for the device of Fig. 7: (a) at
the toroidal position of TP coils; (b) between TP coils.

only because the enclosed volume is notably smaller than
that for the external set, but mostly because the flux surface
configuration features a magnetic hill, which is unfavorable
for the MHD stability. While the total magnetic well was
W,=22% for the external set, it was negative, W,= - IS%,
for the internal one in the examples discussed.
Two sets of the closed flux surfaces, internal and external, described above in Sec. V have opposite helicity. This
means that the main helical harmonics for these two sets are
opposite. To come to this conclusion, we have analyzed the
Fourier spectrum for the last flux surfaces for each set.
We have utilized a coordinate system that has its origin
at the spatial magnetic axis. Then the flux surfaces have been

FIG. 12. Perspective view of the last closed flux surface of the internal
for the device of Fig. 7.

set
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described in terms of minor radius, p. as a function of poloidal, 6, and toroidal, cp, angles: p=p(G,cp).
This function, p,
has been expanded into the helical harmonics,
(5)
The coefficients, C,, , can be calculated by integrating
p(19,~) in the poloidal and toroidal directions:

(6)
In the above expressions, N is the number of magnetic field
periods along the torus, that is equal to the number of the
inclined coils, and n and m are integers.
The amplitudes of the positive helical harmonics, given
by (C,,I for n and m positive, and negative helical harmonics, given by 1C,,( for n positive and m negative, calculated
for the external and internal sets of flux surfaces, considered
in Sec. V, are presented in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) and 14(a)
and 14(b), respectively. Also, we have normalized all coefficients to the Co,, . There can be also harmonics with IZ= 0,
m#O (because of toroidicity, for example). However, these
are not the helical harmonics and not related to the stellarator
properties of the device. Figures 13(a) and 14(a) show helical
harmonics for the main toroidal wave number, n = 1, while
Figs. 13(b) and 14(b) show the most important satellite harmonics for n = 2. As one can see, the set of inclined coils
effectively creates asymmetry in helical harmonics. Thus, for
Plasmas,

n=2

O.OlO-

FIG. 13. Helical harmonic spectrum of the last closed flux surface from the
external set for the device of Fig. 7 for n = 1 (a) and n = 2 (b).
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FIG. 14. Helical harmonic spectrum of the last closed flux surface from the
internal set for the device of Fig. 7 for n = 1 (a) and n = 2 (b).

the external set of the flux surfaces, the positive helical harmonics have larger amplitudes, while for the internal set the
negative helical harmonics are larger,
The correctness of the helical harmonic amplitudes obtained has been checked in the code by recalculating the flux
surfaces by using Eq. (5). The agreement with the original
flux surfaces was excellent.
Here we have presented helical harmonics for decomposition of the minor radius p. Some other quantities, for example )BI on a flux surface as a function of poloidal and
toroidal angles, can be expanded into helical harmonics as
well. The results are similar: the external and internal sets of
flux surfaces have opposite helicity.
V. VARIATION

OF THE MAIN PARAMETERS

Optimization of the system can be obtained by varying
its parameters. Because of the conclusion made in Sec. V, the
main attention in the following will be paid to the external
set of closed flux surfaces.
First we present the results on variation of the primary
parameter leading to the finite rotational transform-the
angle of vertical inclination of TF coils. The number of coils
and their locations are kept the same as in example presented
in Fig. 7. The fact that flux surfaces exist if currents in PF
rings vary approximately in direct proportion with the angle
of vertical inclination of TF coils, y, significantly simplifies
these studies. The results are summarized in Figs. 15-18.
Figure 15 shows how the rotational transform, L, increases with the angle of vertical inclination of TF coils, y.
Paul E. Moroz
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One can see the fast growth of ~(0,2), the rotational transform
at p=O.2 m, and L(O),the rotational transform at the magnetic
axis.
This growth of L can be related to growth of the helical
harmonic amplitudes, which are shown in Fig. 16 for the
basic toroidal wave number, n = 1, and poloidal numbers,
- 2 Srn=S 2. The growth of L at small anglesof inclination,
ycO.5 rad, approximately correspondsto the growth of the
strongesthelical harmonic, Ci ,i , while at high angles,+0..5
rad, it correspondsto the growth of the helical harmonic,
C1,2, which is the strongestat high y.
When there is no inclination of TF coils, y-+0, all helical harmonics disappear.Among harmonics considered in
Fig. 16 only C,,, is still presented. It correspondsto the
periodic variations due to the finite numberof TF coils. This
harmonic is responsiblefor the standardmagnetic ripple in a
tokamak. It is interesting to seethat its amplitude decreases
significantly with increasing 7.
The ripple at the magnetic axis decreasessubstantially
with increasing y as well. This can be seenfrom the solid
curve in Fig. 17. Nevertheless,the magnetic ripple at p=O.2
m (dashedcurve) did not change notably with y.
The volume enclosedby the last flux surfacevaries with
y as well (see Fig. 18). It is relatively large for y up to

0.61

FIG.

17. Magnetic

ripple versus the angle of inclination

~0.6, and then drops quickly when y increasesfurther. The
maximum volume correspondsto y=O.4. Thus, the system
shown in Fig. 7 representsthe optimization over the enclosed
volume. The rotational transform is still high enough. If one
would like to make optimization of the rotational transform
then, probably, one has to choose y=O.6.
In a tokamak, a large number of TF coils is normally
usedto avoid the magneticripple producedby toroidal inhomogeneity. In configurations with vertically inclined TF
coils, the stellarator-like vacuum rotational transform and
closed flux surfacesare produced. It is not clear, however,
how the number of TF coils can effect this phenomenon.In
particular, it is not clear if the configuration with the large
number of inclined TF coils remainsstellarator properties.
In the following we considerthe samecoil configuration
as in our previous example (Fig. 7). This time, however, the
number of TF coils, N, is varied. Becauseof variation of N,
to keep the balancebetween the vertical magneticfields producedby the inclined TF coils and PF rings, it was necessary
to changethe current in the TF coils approximately in the
reversedproportion with N. Moreover, the coil current was
fine tuned to obtain the maximum volume of the enclosed
flux surfaces while keeping these surfaces inside the TF
coils. Our results are summarizedin Figs. 19-23.
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Figure 19 gives the volume enclosed by the last flux
surface as a function of N. At high N (N> 10 for our case),
the enclosed volume decreases quickly with increasing N,
and flux surfaces practically disappear at very high N, for our
case at N> 3 6. Thus, toroidal inhomogeneity is a key factor
for the configuration with inclined TF coils.
An important effect of the flux surface displacement has
been observed in these calculations. While the number of TF
coils was relatively small, closed flux surfaces were located
near the TF coil center. This central location is important for
many possible applications where the flux surfaces are required to be far enough from the current carrying parts.
However, an increase of the number of TF coils causes the
shift of flux surfaces in the direction of larger major radius
and closer to the outside current filament of the TF coil
[similar, the flux surfaces from the internal set (see Sec. V
for details) move inward toward the inner current filament of
the TF coil and farther from the coil center]. When N is very
high, the flux surfaces exist only in a small neighborhood of
the current filaments of the coil, and the enclosed volume is
very small. Figure 20 demonstrates this effect by showing
the magnetic axis displacement from the TF coil center versus the number of TF coils. The solid line is for the poloidal

30

L

of TF coils

FIG. 21. Magnetic ripple versus the number of TF coils. Solid curve-at
magnetic axis; dashed-at
p=O.2 m.

the

cross section at the toroidal position of TF coils, and the
dashed line is for the cross section toroidally located between
the coils. One can see that at low N there is significant variation of the magnetic axis location depending on the cross
section chosen, while at high N this variation is small.
Magnetic ripple is an important factor for plasma confinement in the device. Figure 21 shows the magnetic ripple
at the axis, rl(O), and at the average minor radius of 0.2 m,
rl(O.2), as a function of the number of TF coils. One can see
that magnetic ripple decreases with increasing N, similar to
that in a tokamak. It is important to note that for low N
(NC9 in our case) there is a sharp increase of the magnetic
ripple. Thus, low N has to be avoided because of the very
large ripple. In the case considered, the magnetic ripple was
still significant for very large N. This effect is because of the
flux surfaces move closer to the current filaments when N
increases.
Analysis of the rotational transform variation shows following dependencies. Rotational transform at the magnetic
axis stays approximately the same (~0.2) for N in the range
between 8 and 23 (Fig. 22). It increases with N at high
N>23. However, one has to remember that at N>23 the
enclosed volume decreases quickly with N (see Fig. 19), thus
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making this fact of no practical interest. The rotational transform at p=O.2 m is shown in Fig. 22 by the dashed curve. It
generally decreases with N in the range of N considered.
The behavior of main helical harmonics is presented in
Fig. 23. The same harmonics as in Fig. 16 are considered. It
is important to note that at low N the C,,1 harmonic is the
strongest among helical harmonics, while at high N the
strongest is C1,2. The constraint taken that L has to be larger
than 0.1 inside the enclosed volume, imposes a strong limitation on acceptable N (see Fig. 22), which hence cannot be
too large.
Results presented in this section clearly show that the
number of TF coils is a very important factor. The configuration discussed was optimal for N around 9. Of course, for
a different set of parameters of the device a different number
of TF coils will be optimal. This section was intended just to
show that there is some optimal N, and to show how the
various important factors, such as enclosed volume, flux surface location, rotational transform, magnetic ripple, etc.,
change with N. The closed flux surfaces disappear in the
limit of very high number of TF coils. Thus, toroidal inhomogeneity is a key factor. Inclination of TF coils alone cannot create closed flux surfaces until there is definite level of
toroidal inhomogeneity in the system.
VI. CONFIGURATION

OPTIMIZATION

A. Rule 1 (the optimization

In the previous sections it was shown that there are some
special parameters of the coil system when the magnetic
structure can be called an optimal one. Let us formulate more
explicitly of what are our criteria for the optimal magnetic
structure.
(1) Large enclosed volume: the volume enclosed by the
last flux surface has to be as large as possible, and not much
less than the volume of the simple toroid enclosed by the TF
coils.
(2) Large rotational transform: the vacuum rotational
transform of the magnetic configuration has to be appreciably high so it can be used for the effective plasma confinement. We have put the limit, ~=0.1, and require that the
rotational transform was higher than that limit everywhere
inside the enclosed volume.
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(3) Low magnetic ripple: the magnetic ripple has to be
as low as possible. This ensures better plasma confinement.
(4) Central location of the last closed flux surface: the
flux surfaces obtained have to be well confined inside the TF
coils, +nd even between the TF coils should not go beyond
the coil radius. Then a simple toroidal vessel (similar to the
one used for a standard tokamak) can be utilized for the
plasma experiments.
(5) Central location of the magnetic axis: the magnetic
axis of the configuration has to be as close to the TF coil
center as possible, and as far from the current carrying parts
of the TF coil as possible. This requirement is different from
the previous one: in some cases the last flux surface has a
rather central location, but the magnetic axis location is
strongly nonsymmetric and close to the current filament.
This requirement simplifies various applications of the proposed scheme for plasma confinement. Indeed, normally
there is a vacuum chamber inside the TF coils that require
some distance from the current filaments. Then, in case of a
magnetic axis location close to the current filaments of TF
coils the significant part of useful plasma volume can be lost.
Also, the strongly nonsymmetric location of the magnetic
axis means very high spatial gradients of density and temperature of the plasma. In this case the particle and energy
losses are high.
(6) Significant magnetic well: the magnetic configuration has to be magnetohydrodynamically
(MHD) stable.
Thus, we require the configuration to possess a strong magnetic well that is favorable for MHD stability.
These are our main requirements. It is not an easy task to
satisfy all of them simultaneously, and often an attempt to
optimize the c&figuration
on one particular requirement
contradicts to some other requirement. Thus, usually the
compromise configuration can be found that satisfies all
above requirements, but only to some degree.
A lot of calculations have been carried out in an attempt
to find an optimal configuration that satisfies the six main
requirements listed above. Our major findings can be formulated as three rules. These rules although do not represent the
full set of conditions, are helpful in finding the configuration
close to the optimal one. In our calculations, these rules have
been always satisfied for the best cases when the magnetic
configurations have been close to optimal.

1995

rule)

The major radius of the TF coil, R, the number of inclined TF coils, N, the angle of inclination, y, and the diameter of the TF coil, D (for the more general case of noncircular TF coils it will be an effective vertical size of the coil),
are not independent parameters but have to satisfy the following simple relation:
p

DN sin y
==l.
5-R

Thus, if one will change major radius, R, or number of TF
coils, N, or their size, D, or inclination angle, 7, simultaneously in such a way that the parameter 5 stays close to 1,
the configuration will be close to optimal. For the quantitaPaul E. Moroz
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FIG. 24. Demonstration
of the “optimization
rule” and the scaling law.
Dependence of the aiming parameter, Jo, vs 5 is presented for variations of
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tive estimation of the quality of the magnetic configuration
we introduce the dimensionless aiming parameter, ,x, which
combines the above requirements:
~=-1oowP,)
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(8)

Here, pm is an average minor radius for the last closed flux
surface,rC= D/2 is a minor radius of a TF coil, and AR is a
maximum shift of the magnetic axis relatively to the major
radius of the TF coil center. The magnetic well, W(p,), and
magnetic ripple, v(pm), are in percent. The normalization
coefficient, 100, is introduced just to make p to be of the
order of 1 at the maximum. Figure 24 shows the aiming
parameter,,u, vs 5 in the casesof independentvariation of N,
y, R, and r-,=0/2.
The apparent maximum of ,u at t-1
confirms our statement.
When parameter5 differs significantly from 1, the magnetic configuration is not optimal. At @l, as it was shown
for N variation in Sec. V, the flux surfacesfrom the external
(internal) set shift farther from the TF coil center and closer
to the outer (inner) current filament. The enclosedvolume is
reduced as well. For @l, the configuration is not optimal,
mainly because of decreasedrotational transform or increasedmagnetic ripple (seeSec. V).
B. Rule 2 (the balance rule)
Let us consider B,,--the total vertical magnetic field
produced by the full coil system at somepoint in the equatorial plane of the device, and averaged over the toroidal
direction, and Bzi being the same,but for the magnetic field
producedby the inclined TF coils only. Also, we considerthe
field, B,, , which is the vertical magnetic field produced by
the PF rings only, and taken at the samepoint of the equatorial plane.
Of course,thesecomponentsare related, B,, = Bzi + Bzp .
The first part of the balancerule can be formulated as follows. In the region where closedflux surfacesexist, the component, 1B,,] , hasto be significantly smallerthan the component, IBzil, and the component, IBZpl:
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FIG. 25. Demonstration
of the “balance rule” for the vertical magnetic
field. The following vertical magnetic field components are shown: (a) toroidally averaged field generated by TF coils (T), PF coils (P), and the total
vertical magnetic field (solid curve); (b) fields generated by the TF coils in
the cross-section at the toroidal position of TP coils (1). between the TF
coils (2), and toroidally averaged (T), as well as generated by PF coils (with
the reversed sign, dashed curve).

This rule meansthat the fields, B,i and B,, , have to be of
opposite sign, and they have to almost balance each other.
We do not require the exact balance,B,, = 0, becauseB,, is a
function of the major radius of a point. Also, our experience
shows that in the best casesthe component B,, , although
small, was not exactly zero at any point in the region of the
closedflux surfaces.To demonstratethis part of the rule, Fig.
25(a) showsthe variation of Bzi (curve with the symbol T),
B,, (with the symbol P), and B,, (solid curve) with the major radius for our main case (the device in Fig. 7).
The secondpart of the balance rule considersBzil and
Bzi2 componentsof the vertical magnetic field generatedby
the inclined TF coils in the equatorial plane in the cross
sections,respectively, at the toroidal position of TF coils and
betweenthe TF coils. Then the secondpart of the rule can be
formulated as follows. In the region where the closed flux
surfacesexist, the component,B,, , generatedby the poloidal
field coils has to be intermediate between Bzil and Bzi2:

(10)
This rule is demonstratedin Fig. 25(b), prepared for the
sameparametersasbefore. The curves with the symbols 1,2,
and T, denote, respectively, the componentsBzi,, Bzi2, and
B,i , while dashedcurve showsthe variation of -B,, .
Paul E. Moroz
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FIG. 26. Demonstration
of the “location rule.” Contours of IB( for values
larger than that at the magnetic axis are shown by the solid curves, and less
than that at the magnetic axis-by
the dashed curves. The last closed flux
surface is presented as well. Numbers above the figure give the value of IB[
at the magnetic axis and the difference between the adjacent contour lines.

set of parameters to the other sets. Equation (7) can be
viewed as a scaling law involving the main parameters, R, IV,
D, and y the configuration will be close to optimal if parameter 5 stays close to 1. Some other scaling laws can be
formulated as well. The magnetic configuration will be the
same if all currents in all coils are multiplied by the same
factor. The total local magnetic field will change by this factor, but the ratios between various components of the magnetic field vector will stay unchanged.
Some other useful relations between the currents and the
parameters of the system have been discussed above in Sec.
V (relation between PF coil currents and the inclination
angle, y and relation between TF coil currents and a number
of TF coils, N).
One more scaling is for spatial dimensions of the device:
if all dimensions of the device (including all current-carrying
coils) change by the same factor, C, the magnetic configuration will change to the similar one. Flux surface geometry
and location of flux surfaces relative to the coils will be
similar, the linear dimensions of flux surfaces change by the
factor C, their surface areas-by the factor C2, and the enclosed volumes-by
the factor C3. This scaling law is important, for example, for projection of the results obtained
for a small device to the large one.
VII. DISCUSSION

C. Rule 3 (the location

rule)

Results of many calculations show that in all cases when
the magnetic configuration was close to the optimal one, the
location of the magnetic axis, in the cross section corresponding to the toroidal position of TF coils, was close to the
location of the saddle point of ]B] or to the location of the
point of local minimum of )B 1. Here, 1B ) means the absolute
value of the total magnetic field. To demonstrate this rule,
Fig. 26 shows the (B] distribution in the poloidal cross section at the toroidal position of TF coils for the same case as
above. The contour lines are shown in Fig. 26, and the numbers above the plot give values of B,, the magnetic field at
the magnetic axis, and AB , the separation between neighboring contour lines. The solid contour lines are drawn for
IB/>~B,( and dashed lines for IBI-cIB,,].
These three rules are intended to help in the search of the
acceptable configuration in the multidimensional parameter
space. They still leave the significant degree of freedom in
choosing of the TF and PF coil systems. Also, there is a
relatively wide maximum around the working point defined
by the above rules, and a good configuration can be found at
the parameters somewhat different from the ones given by
these rules. The configuration can be effectively optimized
for the one particular parameter by sacrificing its optimization for a number of other parameters. In this case the configuration can also be somewhat different than that recommended by the above rules.
Any numerical example is necessarily concrete and prepared always for a particular set of parameters. A number of
numerical examples presented above have been chosen for
their simplicity and have been intended to demonstrate the
general properties of the configuration with inclined coils.
The scaling laws let one to extent the results obtained for one
4280
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AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a configuration similar to the tokamak one
but with the vertically inclined TF coils is analyzed. This
device has the same system of planar coils (TF coils and PF
coils) as a tokamak. However, inclination of the TF coils
introduces a number of stellarator-like properties such as finite vacuum rotational transform and closed flux surfaces.
These stellarator properties have been the main subject of
this paper.
To understand why the inclined coils are able to create
the stellarator effects, it is useful to find an analogy with the
standard helical windings of the typical stellarator configuration. Let us divide each TF coil in two halves, the internal
one and the external one. Combination of the external halves
of the TF coils can be viewed as a part of the helical winding
[see Fig. 27(a)]. Similar, the combination of the internal parts
of the TF coils can be aligned with another helical winding
having opposite helicity [Fig. 27(b)]. From this point of
view, the optimization rule, formulated above, is becoming
almost obvious: it corresponds to the best alignment with the
imaginary helical windings, and hence, such a configuration
can effectively generate helical harmonics of substantial amplitude. Each of this imaginary helical windings creates the
magnetic structure similar to an I= 1 stellarator. That is why
the device with the inclined coils possesses two separate sets
of the closed flux surfaces, one set (the external one) corresponds to the external parts of the TF coils, while another
corresponds to their internal parts. Correspondingly, the internal and external sets have opposite helicity. ‘DNO separate
sets of the closed flux surfaces is a unique peculiarity of the
system considered. However, as it was found in Sec. IV,
these two sets are not equal. Because of toroidicity, the external set is preferential for the optimization. It usually features a strong magnetic well and corresponds to larger enPaul E. Moroz

FIG. 27. Two helices, (a) and (b), with opposite
the same set of the inclined TF coils.

helicity

can be aligned with

closed volume and higher rotational transform, while the
internal set has a magnetic hill in many cases.
Another important meaning can be given to the optimization rule, Eq. (7). Let us introduce the effective size, Da,
through the relation De= TRIN sin y. If parameters of the
device are not optimal and such that D,<D, then Do will be
a characteristic size of the coil part that is participating in the
generation of flux surfaces. Thus, there will be two such
separate parts of the TF coil: the external part and the internal part of the coil. Moreover, the effective size, Do, will be
smaller for the internal part because the major radius, R, is
smaller. The magnitude of Do approximately corresponds
also to the effective size of the largest closed flux surfaces
from these two sets. Again, because of toroidicity, the external set will have a larger enclosed volume. If one will change
the parameters of the device in such a way that D, decreases
while being less than D, then the visible effect will be the
decrease of the size of the internal and external sets and
shifting of these sets farther from each other and closer, respectively, to the internal and external parts of the TF coil.
All these conclusions have been checked in our calculations.
The balance rule has a simple interpretation as well. It is
clear that in the neighborhood of the magnetic axis one has
to allow for the total vertical field, B,, to change the sign.
However, it is impossible if Eq. (9) is violated.
Two sets of the closed flux surfaces and all other effects
considered above exist with the TF coils of different shapes.
As examples, Fig. 28 shows the last closed vacuum flux
surface produced by the rectangular TF coils, and Fig.
29-by the D-shaped TF coils (see also Ref. 24). Vacuum
flux surfaces from the external sets are presented. As one can
see, indeed, the different TF coils can be used to produce the
stellarator-like effects, although the form factor can be substantial.
The studies of the vacuum magnetic configuration in devices with inclined TF coils show that such devices can be
considered and used as the stellarator-type devices. However,
we believe that the main advantages inherent to these devices, aside of their relative engineering simplicity, are in the
possible applications to the tokamak configuration. This approach has significant potential for the tokamak improvement.
The process of transition from the currentless configuraPhys.
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FIG. 28. Perspective view of the last closed flux surface in the system with
rectangular TF coils.

tion, studied in this paper, to the standard tokamak configuration with the Ohmic current, will be a subject of separate
analysis. Past experiments carried out on some stellarators
with the Ohmic current (see, for example Refs. 35-37) give
us confidence that we should not expect principal difficulties
to appear during this transition to the tokamak regime.
Conclusions derived from the analysis presented in this
paper and from the numerical computations of the magnetic
field structure of the device with inclined TF coils can be
formulated as follows.
Inclination of TF coils in a tokamak produces important
stellarator-like properties: vacuum flux surfaces with significant rotational transform. A number of numerical examples
have been considered to make it clear of how this device
works. It was shown that the configuration can be optimized,
and how the magnetic configuration changes when parameters differ from optimal.
Three rules-the optimization rule, the balance rule, and
the location rule, useful for finding of the optimized configurations, have been obtained. Any numerical example is necessarily concrete and always prepared for a particular set of
parameters. The scaling laws, formulated in Sec. VI, show
one how to extend the results obtained for one set of parameters to the other sets of parameters.
The substantial role of the correct PF coil system is
stressed, and it is shown that the PF system can be compensated, i.e., the total current can be zero. This can be impor-

FIG. 29. Perspective
D-shaped TF coils.

view of the last closed flux surface in the system with
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tant for tokamaks where the net current in the PF system
might interfere with the performance of the Ohmic current
transformer.
Two sets of the closed flux surfaces have been studied:
the internal one and the external one. The analysis of the
helical harmonic spectrum for these two sets showed that
they have opposite helicity, i.e., the major helical harmonics
are opposite. The field line traces represent opposite helices
for these two sets as well. It was also shown that, because of
finite toroidicity, the internal set is usually features a magnetic hill, while the external set has a magnetic well that is
favorable for MHD stability. This peculiarity and some other
advantages of the external set (larger enclosed volume and
rotational transform) directed the main attention of our studies to the external set.
It was shown that the system of vertically inclined TF
coils can effectively create the asymmetry in the helical harmonic spectrum. It was clarified that the main helical harmonic for the external set of closed flux surfaces is generated
mainly by the external parts of the inclined TF coils, while
that for the internal set is generated by the internal parts of
these coils. Thus, the system of inclined TF coils has much in
common with the two helical windings (helices) of opposite
helicity. From this point of view, the optimization rule, which
relates the four main parameters of the system, the major
~radius, the coil size, the number of coils, and the angle of
inclination, corresponds to the best alignment between the
TF coils and the corresponding helices.
It was shown that closed flux surfaces disappear in the
limit of very high number of TF coils. Thus, toroidal inhomogeneity is a key factor, and the definite level of it is necessary for the closed flux surfaces of interest to exist. Inclination of the TF coils alone is not enough for the system to
have the stellarator-like properties.
Although the configuration consisting of circular coils
has been mainly studied in this paper, it was also checked
that the different types of inclined TF coils can be used to
create the stellarator-like effects. In particular, it was demonstrated that rectangular TF coils or D-shaped coils can generate vacuum flux surfaces as well.
The device with inclined TF coils possesses vacuum flux
surfaces and vacuum rotational transform, and has a few potential advantages over the conventional tokamak. One of
them is a non-Ohmic start-up of the discharge (with RF
breakdown and RF plasma heating, for example) in such a
device, that saves the available magnetic flux of the Ohmic
current transformer to prolong the discharge. The non-Ohmic
start-up to the relatively dense plasma means a possibility to
simplify and improve of durability of the vacuum vessel and
other toroidal construction elements of the tokamak, which,
in this case, can be built without the isolating brakes. Because of additional rotational transform produced by the inclined TF coils, the device considered can be operated at
lower plasma currents (for the same safety factor values).
That means the reduction of energy released during disruptions and prolonged discharge operation (less Ohmic current
is necessary). Also, the savings in the current drive power
(required for the steady-state operation) can be significant.
Other possible applications are related to the problem of
4282
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tearing mode stabilization and disruption control in tokamaks
by introducing an additional helical magnetic field (see, for
example, Refs. 35-38), which is readily available in the device with the inclined coils. Some other applications can be
related to the problem of minimizing the magnetic field
forces on TF coils3’ (especially if TF coils are
superconducting4’), which could be a critical issue for tokamaks utilizing extremely high magnetic fields.
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APPENDIX:

THE

UBFIELD

CODE

The code, UBFIELD,
has been developed to study the
magnetic field structure and search for the flux surfaces generated by the complicated coil system. In principle, it can
treat arbitrary three-dimensional coils (including continuous
helical windings) or any combination of various coils. In this
paper we have mainly used the code to find and study the
closed flux surfaces produced by the planar circular coils.
This code has not been written from scratch, but was
based on the set of subroutines developed for a number of
years at the Torsatron/Stellarator Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin-Madison
by a number of people. New
developments in the UBFIELD
code include the following
parts.
The UBFELD
code automatically controls all steps of the
calculation, reading the data from the input file, transferring
it from one subroutine to another, and sending results to the
output file and graphics file. All graphics subroutines were
written by using calls to the TV80 graphics library routines
on CRAY. The convenient control over the device parameters
from the input file simplifies the numerical building of the
device. The numerous plots represent all stages of the calculating process. The output of the three-dimensional (3-D)
view of the device, and its various cross sections help to
control the correctness of the input parameters.
The search of the closed flux surfaces is programmed as
a two stage process. First, the full spatial region under the
search is divided into subregions, where the starting points
Paul E. Moroz

are chosen. The code follows the magnetic field line originating from each starting point, and searches for the closed
flux surfaces. The traces of these field lines are plotted. In
case the closed flux surfaces are found, the second stage of
the search can be initiated. During the second stage of the
search the code finds the magnetic axis and is trying to find
as many closed flux surfaces as it can by increasing the minor radius by a given step. This search continues till the field
line goes beyond the search area.
The code calculates and makes graphics output for the
variation of magnetic field, B, along the field line for every
flux surface found. It calculates the volume of the magnetic
flux surface and the average minor radius and plots the rotational transform, the magnetic ripple, and the magnetic well
as functions of the average minor radius. The flux surfaces
found are analyzed for the helical harmonic spectrum as
well.
The full coil system and the largest flux surface are represented then as a set of quadrilaterals, which is a necessary
process for the perspective 3-D view plotting with the hidden
lines removed.
The UBFIELD code is a very fast one because the subroutines, it is based on, utilize various analytical formulas instead of the direct calculation of-the magnetic field from the
Biot-Savart law. For this paper it probably would be relevant to mention only the formulas for the magnetic field
generated by the circular coil. Such calculations have been
done through the complete elliptic integrals K and E.42 In the
Cartesiancoordinate systemwhere the coil center has coordinates(O,O,O)and the coil of the radius, a, with the current,
I, is located in the (x,y) plane, the magnetic field at the
arbitrary point (x,y ,z) can be expressedas follows:
B,=;
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To model the finite width of the TF and PF coils, a
combination of four nearby current filaments, each one with
one-quarterof the total current, hasbeen usedin the code for
all resultspresentedin this paper.
Becausethe UBFIELD code is fast, we were able to check
that closed flux surfacesremain to be closed for the large
number of revolutions of the field line around the torus. Integration along the field line for one field period, h 4~= 2 n/N
(N is a number of field periods), adds one point to the flux
surface cross section for each cross section of interest. A
typical number of points in our calculations representing
each closed flux surface was between 500 and 1500.
In some cases,usually when the flux surface was too
closeto the separatrix and the angleof inclination was large,
the notableisland structure hasbeenfound. These “bad” flux
surfaceshave not been included into the setsof closed flux
surfacespresentedin this paper.
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